
1. First viceroy of Independent India

2. Who built moti masjid?

3. Which was the First war of Indian independence?

4. Who wrote book ‘what if ‘?

5. What is the Capital of Slovenia?

6. Which is not a tea producing state?

7. Santosh Trophy related to which sports?

8. When a bowler crosses bowling line it is termed as?

9. What is the major component of Portland cement?

10. Joust is term of which sports?

11. When did India participate in Olympic for the first time?

12. Name the gas present most in environment

13. Which Badminton player got 1st Olympic medal?

14. Who built jama masjid?

15. Battle of Plassey was fought in the year of ?

16. Who was the First Governor General of free India?

17. Who built red fort?

18. Indus valley civilization belongs to which age?

19. Who was the First woman CM in Indian state?

20. Which one is the White continent?

21. What is the Folk painting of Bihar?

22. Which is the Smallest mountain peak in the world?

23. Maratha empire established during which Mughal ruler?

24. Which metal is liquid in room temperature?

25. Mount Wycheproof the smallest peak of world found in which country?

26. Which animal taken from Mauryan empire represents as national emblem of
India?

27. The darkest Shadow during an eclipse is called?

28. ‘vault of death’ is related to which sports?



29. Position of Sun when day and night are equal, it is called?

30. Which element is used in pencil?

31. Which of them is not the principal organ of the UN?

32. Which advanced helicopter is bought from US?/ Name the heavy lift helicopter
bought from USA

33. Synonym of Chivalrous

34. Meaning of Feign

35. Antonym of eloquent

36. Synonym of pacify

37. Idiom – To miss the boat

38. Antonym of arduous

39. Idiom – To get cold feet

40. Antonym of Placate

41. Antonym/ Synonym of imprecision

42. Judge decided to resign because he was …… from being the chief minister. (a)
Passed by (b) Passed over (c) Passed off (d) Passed out

43. He was considered ______ the managerial post. (a) for (b) towards (c) to (d) by

44. find a : b

45. Average weight of a, b and c is 40, average weight of a & b is 45 and average
weight of b and c is 35 then find weight of b.

46. If A takes twice more time than B and thrice more than C and they complete
work in three days together then find the taken by C to complete the work alone

47. Rahul can cross a downstream river by steamer in 40 minutes and same by
boat in 1 hour. If the time of crossing Upstream by streamer is 50% more than
downstream time by steamer and the time required by boat to cross same river by
boat in upstream is 50% more than time required by in downstream. What is the
time taken for the Rahul to cross the river downstream by steamer and then return
to same place by boat half the way and by steamer the rest of the way?

48. -

49. If X and Y are two fractions and X is thrice of Y and multiplication of X and Y is
25/12, then Y is

50. A train travelling from Jammu to Kerala with speed of 240 miles/h and another
train is travelling from Kerala to Jammu with speed 200 miles/h when they meet one
train has travelled 80km more than the other then distance between Kerala and
Jammu



51. A person deposits Rs. 2400, for 11 years and bank rate was 5% for 3 years 6%
for 4 years, 6.5% for rest years find total SI.

52. A shopkeeper gets a loss of 28 (4/7)% on CP, find total loss on SP

53. A man consumes 200 gm sugar, when the price increases by 10% & the
consumption of the man is increased by 225 gm then find out the percentage
increment of man’s expenditure.

54. If a b and c can do a work in 20, 30 and 60 days respectively then when will a
complete the work if he is supported by b and c on every third day

55. Venn diagram – Medicine, Male, Surgeon

56. Venn diagram – Divident, profit, bonus

57. Venn diagram – Human beings, Male, Engineer

58. Odd one out – Nebula, Red giant, Dwarf planet

59. Venn diagram – Athlete, Singer, Female

60. Cell : Cytology:: Insect : _________


